
Pricing Will Matter 
Even More in 2018 

Pricing Errors Are Painful
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As consumers radically change shopping behaviors 
retailers struggle with legacy business models, 
organizations, technologies, and analytics.

Today’s shoppers know more about their 
price options than retailers know about 
each shopper’s sensitivity to price.

Mobile consumers are always informed, 
in-place, and immediately able to chat, 

compare, and choose as they shop.

Unlimited Paths 
to Purchase

Customers navigate each 
channel with ease and 

expect �awless services no 
matter where they are.

Channel Complexity 

Price Matters More Than Ever!

agree price is 
crucial for success

What Retailers Are Saying

say it’s their customers 
�rst or second reason 
for buying say customers’ knowledge 

of competitors’ prices is 
eroding their margins

After Their Last Pricing Mistake

62% su�ered customer defections

54% saw their price perception erode

5O% lost wallet share

47% saw lower same store sales growth

4O% lost margin

of retailers took at least six 
months to regain ground lost 
from their last pricing mistake 

Retailers See Greater Risks and Stakes 

Retailers Lack PRICING TOOLS, 
SKILLS, and DATA to Compete 

High-quality trustworthy DATA

55% need better data for promotional tactics

61% need better data for personalization tactics

54% need better data for competitive price intelligence

Intelligent pricing SKILLS

64% need to invest in data science skills

75% need to invest in business analyst skills

Intelligent pricing TOOLS

74% lack real-time pricing process dashboards

76% lack advanced analytic software
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 The Need for Intelligence

Shoppers are Changing 
Faster than Retailers

The Price-Savvy 
Omni-Channel Shopper

98% 

51%

47% 62%

Shoppers remember pricing mistakes: 

say price will be even 
more important

expect new disruptive 
pricing models

know that they must rethink 
pricing strategies in view of 
dynamic online pricing

38%

The Path to Intelligent Pricing

Data Management

External price data
52% 61%

Internal price data

% of retailers undertaking initiative

Business Alignment

Pricing strategy
62%

Dynamic Real-Time
Orchestration

Pricing dashboard
46% 48%

Online dynamic pricing

Intelligent Omni-Channel
Execution

Marketing systems
5O% 55%

Pricing/Promotions

Skills and Tools

Personalized o�ers
56%61%

Pricing/Promotions

Data science
55%52%

Business analytics

INTELLIGENT
PRICE

INITIATIVES


